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sination, “television was in charge of
the country. The possibilities of coup
d’etat.. .were controlled by the network
telecast. . . . After three days of such programming, TV turned the reins of power
over to Lyndon Johnson, and Perry Mason
came back on the air.”
Marc concedes that networks and agencies care little about culture and criticism.

you take off the emperor’s aesthetic robes
you have the insider snobbery of a fan
magazine cult.
Trivia transmogrified is still trivia. It is
an esoteric response to the universal problem of television. The controllers of television love it. It legitimizes them. Take us
any way you like-but take us.

But, as will happen in any hierarchical
or downstream system, there is a personal stance that will at least allow the
subject of institutional power to maintain personal dignity. In the television
demography, this stance gains its sustenance from the act of recontextualization. I f there is no exit from the demographic theater, each viewer will have to
pull down the rafters from within.

University of Pennsylvania

The author flirts feebly at the end with
the hope that cable TV will somehow “decentralize structure and even isolate and
attack pockets of aesthetic resistance (the
highly educated are among the early proininent target groups).” In the time since the
book was finished, it has become clear that
such hopes are not soon realizable. Meanwhile, Marc pushes on us “Saturday Night
Live” and “SCTV” as the answer for
thoughtful viewers. “Indeed,” h e writes,
“SCTV is the ultimate trivia game, acting
out a pageant of television history as a dare
to the viewer’s memory.” Memory of
what-of
long-ago canceled series and
their characters, of pop-cult incunabula
embracing decades of film and television,
of lunatic cross-pollinations? “In this ultimate trivia game, the critics who claim
television has given the American public
nothing are proved wrong: television has
given us itself.’’ There is a difficulty here:
“When Rick Moranis appears as Merv Griffin, a simultaneous impersonation of Merv
Griffin and Andy Griffith, and interviews
Floyd the Barber (Eugene Levy), a mythological event takes place that is intelligible
only to the faithful” (emphasis mine). If
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Cracks between laws
Mediu Abuses: Rights uiid Remedies
(A Guide to Legal Remedies) b y the
Media Institute w i t h a foreword b y
L e o n a r d J. Theberge. Washington,
D.C.: M e d i a Institute, 1983. 103
pages.
Earlier publications by the Media Institute sought to document cases of’ media
distortion of public issues. The present
volume identifies and explores the administrative and judicial remedies available to
those who feel that they have heen victimized by such distortions through broadcast
media. The result is a reference work that
clearly, succinctly, and dispassionately
summarizes recent administrative policy
and practice of the Federal Conimunications Commission and relevant state and
federal legal precedents for judicial redress.
Administrative relief has been available
through the Fairness Doctrine, including
rules governing personal attacks, political
broadcasting, and news distortion. Judicial
actions can be undertaken under the umbrella of libel law, including defamation,
rights of privacy, and violation of tort law in
the newsgathering process, e.g., harassment, trespassing, wiretapping, assault, or
battery. The substantive benefits of the
adniinistrative route are (a) there is no

Books

need to prove fault, (b) a lower standard of
proof is required for both public figures
and private individuals, and (c) action may
result in broadcast of true information, dissenting opinions, or comments. The substantive benefits of judicial action are (a) a
favorable jurisdiction can be chosen, (11)
stations and individuals can be liable, (c)
complaints do not have to be pursued on
the grounds of public interest, and (d) action may result in broadcast of true information, dissenting opinions, or comments.
The procedural advantages of administrative redress include (a) simplicity, (b)
speed, and (c) cost. The procedural advantage of adjudication is the possibility of’
recovering costs of litigation if the courts
find in the plaintiff’s favor. Remedies
available through administrative action include air time for a reply, an effect upon the
broadcaster’s license, and a fine on the
broadcaster. Rsmedies available through
litigation include both monetary damages
awarded for injury and punitive damages.
Because “deregulation” is eroding the
grounds for administrative redress and may
soon erase them entirely, and because judicial action may result in monetary rewards,
the Meclia Institute report seems to imply
that adjudication may be the most practical
approach. However, it is possible to pursue
ad in i t i i str at i ve and j u d i c i a1 re in e d i e s
simultaneously.
Success rates in both administrative and
judicial actions are very low. In 1979, the
FCC received 4,490 complaints under the
Fairness Doctrine; it received 9,897 in
1980 and 5,932 in 1981. Each year only
about thirty of these complaints resulted in
station inquiries. Violations were found in
only five cases in 1979, four in 1980, and
one in 1981. Analysis of all libel cases
involving print and broadcast media between January 1977 and September 1980 (a
total of 291 cases) shows that media defendants were clearly successfiil in 66 percent
of the cases, plaintiffs prevailed in 5 percent ofthe cases, and the reinainder of the
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cases resulted in indeterminate outcomes.
The statistics represent reported cases and
do not, of course, reflect either the coercive
effect of pursuing a complaint at licensing
time (which may result in immedi,d t e redress by the broadcaster without direct
intervention by the FCC) or the possibility
or frequency of out-of-court settlements.
However, a study by a libel insurer of 110
cases processed in 1979 indicates that 25 of
the cases were dropped b y the plaintiff, 30
were settled out of court for payments
ranging from $300 to $50,000, and 55 were
litigated. The insurer concluded that “suits
against media defendants are not likely to
be rewarding.”
Mediu Abuses is intended as a reference
work for lawyers specializing in communications law. The first two paragraphs ofthis
review accurately and, I believe, fairly reproduce the dry, legalistic tenor of the
narrative as well as its heroic attempt to
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embrace the language and rhetoric of objectivity.
Nevertheless, as a resource or data bank,
Mediu Abuses can be of use to both administrative and critical communications researchers. The fortner will see their priorities affirmed and codified in media law
and administrative practice. The latter will
find ample raw material for discovering
“hidden agendas” (the corporate bias of
the law and the Media Institute’s focus on
corporate redress); for deinystifying the
“phantom objectivity” of the administrative practice of the FCC (which clearly
reflects shifting political winds but retains
its “institutional” centering, viz., “the
friendly fascism” of the regulators versus
“the heartless capitalism” of the deregulators); for documenting “internal contradictions in monopoly capitalism” (the friendly
fascists versus the heartless capitalists,
Round 2); and for illustrating “hegemonic
distortions” of language i n legalistic constructions of terms like “fairness,” “the
public interest,” “deregulation,” “corporate privacy,” “neutral reportage,” “controversial issues,” “editorial hyperbole,”
“shield laws,” “corporate rights to comment on referenda submitted to a public
vote,” “reasonable access,” “equal opportunity as lacking equivalence with equal
time,” etc.-all of which might be cited as
testament to the founding grandfathers’ assertion that “lawyers are the ideologues of
private property” (Marx and Engels, The

decisions have shown great sensitivity in
cases involving suppression of minority
rights, in cases where citizens have contested abusive exercise of corporate power,
and even in cases where the contesting
citizens have been political dissidents.
Witness the California decision allowing
“anti-nukes” to have “comparable” (not
equal but in some instances free) time to
counter corporate advertising extolling nuclear power. Indeed, such decisions are, in
part, responsible for the urgency of the
recent corporate push for deregulation.
Concepts like “fairness,” “equal opportunity,” and “reasonable access”-however distorted b y administrative practicehave kept the dialectic alive, albeit at the
periphery: in the cracks between the laws.
Anti-hegemonic activity has been possible
in the voids created b y the fact that the
money-making activities of media corporations sometimes conflict with the face-saving activities of other corporations. Critical
theorists who ignore these openings help
close them.
SUE
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How the system works

China’s New Social Fabric edited by
Godwin C. Chu and Francis L. K.
But such pugilistic readings gloss over
Hsu. London: Kegan Paul Internathe subtleties. The Media Institute strives
tional, 1983. In association. with the

Gerinun Ideology).

to present an objective report. While they
do not challenge the institutional bias of
available remedies, they clearly document
it. Moreover, their report demonstrates that
the operative legal precedents do not speak
in a completely monolithic voice. Some
states are more permissive than others: that
is why the single most important decision a
plaintiif seeking a judicial remedy must
make is the decision regarding jurisdiction.
Similarly, some administrative and judicial
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293 pages.
Following upon their very informative
1979 book Mooing u Mountuiti: Cultural
Claange iu China, Godwin Chu and Francis HSLIhave put together another collection of articles based upon a conference
held at the East-West Center in 1979 on
Communication and Social Integration in
China. This new work primarily attempts

